
COUNT ON TORO
for winning results on the racetrack

COMMERCIAL IRRIGATION 



COMMERCIAL IRRIGATION

BETTER INFORMATION FOR BETTER DECISIONS

Lynx empowers you to take quick, accurate action to effectively control and manage your course irrigation, surface condition and 

aesthetics. 

Designed, built and supported by Toro – the Toro Lynx system is designed to meet the challenges and changing priorities turf 

managers face daily. This power control system conveniently combines all essential irrigation information into a single, intuitive 

interface to enable you to easily control your irrigation system from your smart devices. Whether you’re at home, on the road or 

out on the race course, you can have full access and control of the system – effortlessly and securely.

Professional greenkeepers and curators around the world rely on Toro irrigation to maintain the most challenging turf field 

environments. Toro technology goes the extra mile when it comes to keeping turf in excellent condition, race after race, year in, 

year out.

Driven by excellence and innovation Toro aims to support the racing industry from the ground up with leading edge solutions for 

turf management. Supported by leading race courses worldwide, Toro is changing the way the industry manages its turf in more 

ways than one.

INNOVATION FOR 
THE RACING INDUSTRY

LYNX® CENTRAL CONTROL SYSTEM
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LYNX SMART MODULE 2-WIRE CONTROL SYSTEM

Innovative technology to provide an irrigation solution 

that is reliable and efficient. Using a 2-wire path to 

communicate to buried control units, the system reduces 

the costs associated with traditional valve wire bundles 

and provides a solution that is vandal resistant, easy to 

install and easy to expand.

FEATURES & BENEFITS

• All system components are below ground which  

 helps maintain course aesthetics

• Have the lowest cost system option due to the  

 reduced amount of wire

• Faster 2-way communication and automated  

 diagnostics ensure system integrity

• Have the best-in-class broadband lightning  

 protection 

• Expand the system easily by adding modules to the  

 wire path

• Lynx Smart Hub provides additional features and  

 benefits

Toro INFINITY® sprinklers can be ordered  
with integrated LSM modules.



LYNX® SMART HUB

Lynx Smart Hub field controller adds the security, programmability and sensing 

capabilities to the benefits and simplicity of the Lynx Smart Module 2-Wire Control 

System. Available in wall mount and pedestal configurations, it simplifies installation 

and maintenance by segmenting the system into manageable areas. Provides fast 

automated diagnostics and creates a connection point for soil, flow and status 

sensors to empower you to address the unique challenges and changing priorities 

you face every day.

Pedestal configuration
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Wall-mount configuration



INFINITY™ SERIES SPRINKLERS

Toro INFINITY Series Sprinklers are designed to save you time and with your track’s future in mind,  the patented SMART 

ACCESS design enables you to add new technology for decades to come and provides top accessibility to all critical components 

including integrated 2-wire module using only a screwdriver. With the industry’s largest selection of high performance nozzles 

and TruJectory adjustment, the INFINITY 35-6/55-6 Series allows you to put water precisely where you want it for maximum 

distribution uniformity with throw of up to 30.5m.

Largest Nozzle Selection
Benefit from infinite flexibility on both 

front and back nozzles.

Pilot Valve Selector
Simply turn the sprinkler on 

and off at the top.

LSM 2-Wire Module
Never worry about finding 

the module. And always be 
sure it's well protected.

Versatile Trajectory Adjustment
Perfectly adapt the sprinkler to any 
terrain and wind conditions.

Smart Access®
Solenoid, pilot valve and module 
all within hand’s reach, no digging 
required.

Ratcheting Riser
Define the arc of the sprinkler with a 
simple hand gesture.

Nozzle Base Clutching
Turn, hold and shoot to put down as 
much water as needed on a hot spot.

Protective Enclosure
All parts and wire connections are safe 
from the elements.

INFINITY® Stealth™ Kit 
Models
Eliminate sprinkler 
interference, enhance 
track appearance. 
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690 SERIES SPRINKLERS 
For over 40 years the 690 Series has set the standard for performance, durability and 

reliability in gear drives for wider tracks, eliminating the need for equipment on the 

racing surface. Pressure regulating for even water distribution over large areas with 

throw of up to 32.9m, the purpose built gear drive mechanism provides durability 

without heads losing arc alignment. All internal components are serviceable from the 

top of the sprinkler for time and labour costs savings.

VP3 SERIES SPRINKLERS

Boasting a throw of up to 54m, the piston drive VP3 sprinkler is 

the ideal solution for watering chutes while keeping equipment 

off the track, which helps preserve safety and maintain field 

aesthetics. The unique nozzle design minimises water turbulence, 

which helps to maintain stream exit speed at the nozzle outlet. 

Resulting in higher radii at reduced flows. Electric valve in head 

models feature ON/OFF/Auto control at the rotor, and provide 

individual management of each rotor to help ensure they perform 

at their highest level of efficiency.

690 Series

VP3 VAC

VP3

VP3 Nozzle
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TORO® PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
National Support Network, Toro® NSN®

Combined with Toro’s powerful field control options and unmatched NSN support, you can count on Toro to deliver a total package 

of irrigation benefits. NSN Connect provides remote irrigation control and easy mobile access - anytime, anywhere. You will have 

the ability to access activity logs, transfer files and print documents from a remote location. NSN Connect Plus allows remote 

monitoring and proactive support of your system, exclusive to current NSN subscribers and Lynx Apps enable you to control your 

irrigation system from your smart devices. Our knowledgeable staff is available to assist you over the phone 24/7, every day of 

the year for added peace of mind. 

Technical Support

Our technical support team is highly skilled at what they do. From helping superintendents commission controllers to 

troubleshooting complex system issues with consultants, the support team provides years of irrigation experience that you can 

count on.

Toro Financing Solutions

Whether choosing maintenance equipment or irrigation components for a renovation, your Toro representative has experience 

and is trained to help you look beyond the simple financing of one item to the next, to looking at your longer-term equipment 

and economic needs. It’s not a one size fits all plan. Looking at the total cost of ownership will help you find the right acquisition 

solution for your course’s specific needs. Toro has partnered with the premier financing companies in the industry to meet your 

needs.

When We Say Count On It, We Mean It

Every product that carries the Toro® brand is backed by over 100 years of history, innovation and timeless dependability. We never 

stop investing in research and development to give our customers the latest features. That’s why Toro is one of the best-known, 

most trusted brands in the business. We also stand behind our products with a global network of knowledgeable dealers for parts 

and service support.

Real People. Real Support.

Smart Features. Proven Dependability.
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©2021 Toro Australia.
All Rights Reserved.

Products depicted in this literature are for demonstration purposes only. Actual products offered for sale may vary 
in use, design, required attachments and safety features. We reserve the right to improve our products and make 
changes in specifications, designs, and standard equipment without notice and without incurring obligation. The gross 
horsepower of the engines have been laboratory rated by the various engine manufacturers. As configured to meet 
safety, emission and operating requirements, the actual engine horsepower on this class may be significantly lower.

Many of the products you will find in certified Toro dealers’ stores come with a warranty or guarantee from The Toro 
Company. In addition, our goods come with guarantees that cannot be excluded under the Australian Consumer Law.  
You are entitled to a replacement or refund for a major failure and for compensation for any other reasonably 
foreseeable loss or damage. You are also entitled to have the goods repaired or replaced if the goods fail to be of 
acceptable quality and the failure does not amount to a major failure. Full details of your consumer rights may be 
found at www.consumerlaw.gov.au

*See your certified Toro dealers for details on all of our warranties.
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toro.com.au 
Toro Customer Service 1300 130 898 

facebook.com/toroaus
twitter.com/toroaus
youtube.com/toroaustralia

FOLLOW US!
Toro Australia Head Office
53 Howards Road
Beverley SA 5009
Ph: +61 8 8300 3633
Fax: +61 8 8243 2940


